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Part 1:

Issues Du Jour



Quadrennial Fire Review - 2009

� The effects of climate change will continue to result 
in greater probability of longer and bigger fire 
seasons, in more regions in the nation

� Cumulative drought effects will further stress fuels 
accumulations 

� There will be continued wildfire risk in the Wildland
Urban Interface despite greater public awareness 
and broader involvement of communities

� Emergency response demands will escalate

� Fire agency budget resources – federal, tribal, 
state or local – will be strained by increased 
demands and rising costs during a period where 
government budget revenues will be very tight or 
falling 



Flame Act of 2009 – Cohesive wildfire 

management strategy

� The identification of the most cost-effective means for 
allocating fire management budget resources

� The reinvestment in non-fire programs by the Secretary of 
the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture

� Employing the appropriate management response to 
wildfires

� Assessing the level of risk to communities

� The allocation of hazardous fuels reduction funds based on 
the priority of hazardous fuels reduction projects

� Assessing the impacts of climate change on the frequency 
and severity of wildfire

� Studying the effects of invasive species on wildfire risk



Response to wildfire is largely impact driven

� Long-term fire exclusion leading to reduced species 
diversity

� Hazardous fuels buildup

� Watershed function

� Vegetation stress from drought and tree mortality from 
beetle infestations associated with climate variability and 
change

� Expansion of the wildland-urban interface

� Human health related to smoke

� Economic costs for suppression and treatment strategies







Part 2:

Tool Time



A list of decision-support tools -1988

(fire weather/behavior/danger related)



A partial list of decision-support tools – today



Decision-support tools



Decision-support tools –

Wildland Fire Air Quality Tools

� Smoke Guidance Point Forecast

� Smoke Guidance Regional Maps

� Diurnal Surface Wind Pattern Analysis

� Climatological Ventilation Index Point Statistics

� Current Air Quality Conditions Map

� Fire Information and Smoke Trajectories

� Probablistic Smoke Impacts based on Past Weather

� Customized Fuels, Consumption and Smoke Modeling



Decision-support tools –

Wildland Fire Decision Support System

� FSPro – Fire Spread Probability Model

� Spatial model that calculates and maps the probability 
of fire spread, in the absence of suppression, from a 
current fire perimeter or ignition point for a specified 
time period 

� RAVAR – Rapid Assessment of Values at Risk

� Spatial model showing the primary resource values to 
be protected and/or at risk by ongoing large fire events 



What is WFDSS Used For?What is WFDSS Used For?What is WFDSS Used For?What is WFDSS Used For?What is WFDSS Used For?What is WFDSS Used For?What is WFDSS Used For?What is WFDSS Used For?

• To match analysis and deliberation with To match analysis and deliberation with To match analysis and deliberation with To match analysis and deliberation with 
risk characterization and decisions,risk characterization and decisions,risk characterization and decisions,risk characterization and decisions,

• To improve strategic decision making for To improve strategic decision making for To improve strategic decision making for To improve strategic decision making for 
all wildland fires,all wildland fires,all wildland fires,all wildland fires,

• To simplify support to decision making,To simplify support to decision making,To simplify support to decision making,To simplify support to decision making,

• To document decisions and rationale.To document decisions and rationale.To document decisions and rationale.To document decisions and rationale.











Basic

Short Term

Fire Behavior Tools & Weather Analysis



Fire weather

Fire danger 

Fire Behavior Tools & Weather Analysis



Multiple Resolutions & Views



What is Fire Program Analysis?What is Fire Program Analysis?What is Fire Program Analysis?What is Fire Program Analysis?

Congressionally Mandated –

�Agencies to develop single approach to maximize 

effectiveness of national Wildland Fire Management 

budget

�Through design & development of a computer 

system that simulates fire behavior –

Calculating preparedness options   

Calculating effectiveness of prevention actions  – how 

does reduction of hazardous fuels reduce risks? 



Computer SimulationsComputer SimulationsComputer SimulationsComputer Simulations

How do managers 

determine when local 

resources are enough 

to manage a fire…..

then predict 

suppression costs 

should a fire 

exceed local 

capacity and 

national resources 

are called in?



Software Design AppsSoftware Design AppsSoftware Design AppsSoftware Design Apps

�Software allows local Planners to evaluate   

investment alternatives by simulating fires, growth 

rates with varying fuel, weather, and topography –

to predict the final size & costs

�Investment alternatives then analyzed by 

national budget personnel
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Decision SupportDecision SupportDecision SupportDecision SupportOperational CapabilityOperational CapabilityOperational CapabilityOperational Capability

Fire ComplexityFire ComplexityFire ComplexityFire Complexity Science and TechnologyScience and TechnologyScience and TechnologyScience and Technology

Prescribed FirePrescribed FirePrescribed FirePrescribed Fire Wildland Fire UseWildland Fire UseWildland Fire UseWildland Fire Use

WildlandWildlandWildlandWildland Fire Management Fire Management Fire Management Fire Management –––– Complexity and CapabilityComplexity and CapabilityComplexity and CapabilityComplexity and CapabilityWildlandWildlandWildlandWildland Fire Management Fire Management Fire Management Fire Management –––– Complexity and CapabilityComplexity and CapabilityComplexity and CapabilityComplexity and Capability

Source: Tom Zimmerman; USFS RD&A





Part 3:

It is very dangerous; be afraid

(Risk)



Definition of Risk Definition of Risk 

� Long definition:  The probability and 
magnitude of a loss, disaster, or other 
undesirable event

� Short definition:  Something bad could 
happen

Source: Danny Lee et al; USFS; WFLC presentation



Probability Functions as Measures of UncertaintyProbability Functions as Measures of Uncertainty

Source: Danny Lee et al; USFS; WFLC presentation



Loss Function (or Response Function) Loss Function (or Response Function) 

Assigns Loss to OutcomesAssigns Loss to Outcomes

Source: Danny Lee et al; USFS; WFLC presentation



Probability Function plus Loss Function Probability Function plus Loss Function 

provides Risk Profileprovides Risk Profile

Source: Danny Lee et al; USFS; WFLC presentation



Conceptual Model of WildfireConceptual Model of Wildfire
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Source: Danny Lee et al; USFS; WFLC presentation



Illustration of the quantitative, spatial risk assessment process 

employed in the baseline example risk assessment. 

Source: Danny Lee et al; USFS; WFLC presentation



Major ChallengesMajor Challenges

� Future vegetation change from combination of factors (wildfire, 
growth, insects and disease, weather, etc.)

� Changes in population and human development

� Feedback effects of wildfire (positive and negative)

� Uncertainty in future climate

� Smoke / Regulations

� Indirect effects, such as tourism and lost economic opportunities

� Prescribed Fire

� Carbon sequestration

All are areas of active research and development.  Various 
models exist to address these issues in regional analyses, 
especially in ecoregions that have been previously analyzed.

Source: Danny Lee et al; USFS; WFLC presentation





Part 4:

Knowledge is good



A seeming paradox

� With over 30 years of tool development, each claiming to 
be better than what was before, why is the fire problem 
getting worse?

� 1) Most of the increasing important influences on fire 
risk are non-climatic factors (e.g., WUI, changing values, 
perceptions)

� Current decision support tools focus primarily on the 
physical system and costs – they do not yet account 
for the various societal components that defines 
much of the risk

� 2) Operating in an applications framework versus an 
adaptation framework



Basic, applied and adaptation research

Basic frame Applied frame Adaptation frame

Quality Relevance Access

Consistency Compatibility Legitimacy

Economic 

potential

Usefulness Usability

Dissemination Communication Capacity

Efficiency Efficiency Equity

Expert Consultative Co-production

From Roger Pulwarty; AMS 2008



Adaptation research

� Usual interaction

� Concentrates on the incorporation of new knowledge or 
experience into existing models, decision processes and 
practices

� What is needed

� The most important learning involves values, norms, 
goals and the basic “framing” of issues in terms of the 
drivers and importance

� Innovative partnerships

� Using facilities to cope with immediate problems and 
leaving slack or reserve for coping with conjunctive or 
future problems

From Roger Pulwarty; AMS 2008



Co-production of knowledge

From Lemos and Morehouse, 2005



Framing effective communication

� Is the information relevant for decisions in the particular fire 
management context or decision-support system? 

� Are the sources/providers of information credible to the 
intended user? 

� Are fire managers receptive to the information and to 
research? 

� Is the research accessible to policy/decision maker?

� Is the information compatible with existing decision models 
and fire management practice?

� Do the decision makers have the capacity to use this 
information? 

Adapted from Roger Pulwarty 2009



JFSP Consortia







Part 5:

Timstrodomus 



Future tools (Tim’s predictions)

� Gridded data widely accepted

� Finer scale physics models

� Probabilistic forecasts

� Improved climate/fire forecasts (RH, wind, 
biogeophysical)

� Detection based fire growth modeling

� Incorporation of climate predictions/extremes

� Long-term (decadal-century scale) planning

� Tools that focus on the societal components of risk

� Tools that emphasize mitigation and adaptation 
strategies





The EndThe End


